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If this is your first time exploring this document, we highly recommend
beginning with reading the EBD introduction in Chapter 1 for an overview
to the EBD organization and studies. In addition to the full chapters, a
separate brief technical summary of the EBD is included in this
distribution.
Please scroll down to the next page for tips on navigating this document
or select one of the two following links to proceed:
TO OPEN THE TABLE OF CONTENTS
FOR THE EBD CHAPTERS

TO OPEN THE EBD
TECHNICAL SUMMARY

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

How to use this
document
The EBD is presented in PDF format. While most PDF reader
applications should be able to successfully read the
document, the EBD is intended to be reviewed using Adobe’s
Acrobat Reader. To download the latest version of Adobe
Acrobat software to your computer visit:
www.get.adobe.com/reader

Navigation
This electronic document consist of a PDF file containing the
table of contents and separate PDF files for each of the chapters
and major appendices to the EBD. The PDF files can be navigated
using embedded hyperlinks, bookmarks, keystrokes, on screen
icons, program menus or by use of a scrolling mouse. Of
particular usefulness, please note that if a hyperlink or bookmark
take you to a destination page or file and you wish to return to
the starting page, using either the alt+left arrow or the back
page navigation icon will take you back to your previous view.
Navigation Keystrokes:
Home – First Page
Left Arrow – Previous Page
Right Arrow – Next Page
End – Last Page
Alt + Left Arrow – Previous View
Alt + Right Arrow – Next View
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Acrobat Toolbar Navigation Icons:
Arrow Down – Next Page
Arrow Up – Previous Page
Left Arrow Icon –Previous View

Document Access:
After opening the Table of Contents link on the disk start page,
Left click on any underlined (hyerlinked) chapter title to open the
chapter in a separate PDF window. When you have finished with
a chapter, the document window can be shut down to return you
to the table of contents window.
Program Menu:
To navigate using the program menu, drag your mouse over the
“view” tab in the tool bar. Left click on “View” to display a drop
down menu. Dragging the mouse over the first option, “Go To”
will reveal a drop down navigation menu.
This document has been created with navigation aids native to
Adobe’s Acrobat Reader (Acrobat 7.x and above). These
navigation aids include a bookmark structure and hyperlinks
within each chapter.
Bookmarks:
A bookmark structure is present within the navigation panel on
the left side of the PDF viewer window. The small bookmark icon
appears on the far left and looks like a single text paget with a
blue ribbon over the left half of the page. Left clicking on the
bookmark icon will expand the bookmark menu to show the
bookmarked chapter contents. Clicking on a bookmark will take
you directly to that section in the chapter.
Some bookmarks have been created with multiple levels.
Multiple levels are indicated by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign in a
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box next to the highest level in that section. Clicking on the (+)
will reveal subsections, clicking on the (-) will hide them.
Hyperlinks:
Certain portions of this document have been hyperlinked to
provide quick navigation to figures and references of interests.
Line items in a Chapters Table of Contents will link to that section
in the document. Additionally, Figures, Photos and crossreferenced sections of the EBD have embedded links.
To follow a hyperlink, drag your mouse over the section you wish
to jump to. The cursor should change from an arrow to a
pointing finger. Clicking this section will jump you to the
referenced item or chapter.
To quickly return to the previous view or page from which you
linked, use Alt + Left Arrow.
Should you experience technical difficulties with this electronic
document, please contact the Pebble Limited Partnership at (via
email at info@pebblepartnership.com

Click here to proceed to EBD Table of Contents
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